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Wavesfactory Announce Strum Guitar

Collection of 4 guitars for Kontakt that play authentic strums

The company behind the acclaimed Echo Cat, Trackspacer, Tack Piano and Mercury

announce their latest plugin Strum Guitar, a Collection of 4 guitars for Kontakt that

play authentic strums. Strum Guitar includes real strumming patterns with built-in

chord recognizer and sequencer, plus more

Strum Guitar is a collection of four guitars where all strums were sampled both up

and down stroke. The technique we used to sample these was the same that
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guitarists use: not all strings are struck, depending on the velocity of the hand.

That's what makes this instrument so uniquely realistic.

Strum Guitar contains all major and minor chords, upstroke and downstroke, from

four guitars: electric, acoustic, electric 12 string and acoustic 12 string.

It Includes an intelligent built-in sequencer with chord recognition that will analyse

and play the desired chords in a realistic way and with a wealth of extra feature to

make it adapt to the needs of the song.

Strum Guitar will save you time when making a quick demo of your song, and it can

also be used for a final production.

Features At A Glance

Strum Guitar features a full mixer with which you can control the guitars

separately.

Including EQ, compressors, modulation effects, distortion, saturation, tape

machine, reverbs, amp simulators and more.

Fully featured sequencer with a wide variety of the most common guitar

patterns ready to play.

From the settings page you can control basically any parameter you might

ever need. Includes round-robin, velocity curve shaping of the incoming MIDI

notes, volumes of the fret and string noises and envelope for controlling the

attack and release times.

Pricing

Regular price: €79

Intro price: €49 - until May, 19th 2021.

StrumGTR I, II or III owners can get extra discount to upgrade to Strum

Guitar by contacting Wavesfactory support.

Spec and requirements

Size: 4.71 GB

Round robin: 4

Samples: 3,349

Velocity layers: 5

Instruments: 4

Works with Kontakt 5.7.3 and newer versions. Full version of Kontakt required.

Kontakt Player will run in demo mode.

www.wavesfactory.com
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